Citizenship in Livestock
Showmanship doesn’t stop when you leave the ring!

**Fairness:**
Consistently applying ___________________ and standards appropriately for different _____________ groups and ability levels
Examples:

**Caring:**
Promoting the ____________________________ of people and things in a young person’s world. _________________ - not just feeling.
Examples:

______________________________:
Honesty, _________________ keeping, and loyalty
Examples:

**Respect:**
Courtesy and _____________________ treatment of people and
_____________________________
Examples:
Responsibility:
Includes pursuit of ________________________________,
______________________________, and __________________________
Examples:

Citizenship:
Making the home community and ______________________ a better
place to live for themselves and __________________________
Examples:

Why is citizenship in livestock important?

Name one Pillar that stuck out to you and why.

How can you apply this back in your county?